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Outline: 10/19 

• Review Sankoff’s Algorithm 

• Midterm and Project discussion 

• HW 5 

• Next half of the semester overview 



Talk Today! 

• Colleen Lewis from Harvey Mudd College 

•  “Increasing Diversity in Computer Science” 

•  4:10pm in Ford 241 (here) 



Midterm and Final Project 
• Midterm: 

•  Take-home, mix of programming and on paper 
•  Out around Wednesday Oct. 28 
•  Covers everything up through Sankoff’s Algorithm 
•  We will do some in class review 



Midterm and Final Project 
• Midterm: 

•  Take-home, mix of programming and on paper 
•  Out around Wednesday Oct. 28 
•  Covers everything up through Sankoff’s Algorithm 
•  We will do some in class review 

• Final Project: 
•  HW 5 is a small paper presentation 
•  Designed to help you find a project topic 
•  List of papers up soon, or you can find your own 
•  Involve algorithms somehow 
•  DNA, RNA, or protein 



Population history using genomics 

•  “Genes mirror geography within Europe” 

• Application of PCA (Principal Components Analysis) to 
genomics 
•  Classical population genetics, could be applied to any dataset 



“Genes mirror 
geography within 

Europe” 



Population size estimation 

•  “Inference of human population history from individual 
whole-genome sequences” 



H Li & R Durbin Nature 000, 1-4 (2011) doi:10.1038/nature10231 

PSMC estimate on real data. 



Algorithms for Natural Selection 

•  “Genetic Signatures of Strong Recent Positive Selection 
at the Lactase Gene” 

•  “Learning Natural Selection from the Site Frequency 
Spectrum” 



Positive selection on the lactase gene 

“Genetic Signatures of Strong Recent Positive 
Selection at the Lactase Gene” 



Machine learning for selection 

“Learning Natural Selection from the Site Frequency Spectrum” 



Demographic Models 

“Learning Natural Selection from the Site Frequency Spectrum” 



Ancient Genomics 

•  “The complete genome sequence of a Neanderthal from 
the Altai Mountains” 

 



K Prüfer et al. Nature 000, 1-7 (2013) doi:10.1038/nature12886 

Toe phalanx and location of Neanderthal samples for which 
genome-wide data are available. 



K Prüfer et al. Nature 000, 1-7 (2013) doi:10.1038/nature12886 

A possible model of gene flow events in the Late Pleistocene. 



K Prüfer et al. Nature 000, 1-7 (2013) doi:10.1038/nature12886 

Phylogenetic relationships of the Altai Neanderthal. 



K Prüfer et al. Nature 000, 1-7 (2013) doi:10.1038/nature12886 

Inference of population size change over time. 



Cancer Genomics 

•  “Next generation sequencing in cancer research and 
clinical application” 



“Next generation sequencing 
in cancer research and 

clinical application” 

Alignment 

Mutation calling 

Structural Variation (SV) 
detection 

Functional effect of 
mutation 



Other topics 
• RNA secondary structure (very nice dynamic 

programming algorithm!) 

• GWAS: genome-wide association studies 
•  Human disease applications 

• Pre-natal diagnostics 
•  Uses string alignment, next-generation sequencing, etc 

•  Literature review? 
•  Come talk to me 


